
Book a Private 
Contemporary
Art Guide 
Experience Tokyo’s art scene

Inbound Council Project

led by an art specialist

Brimming with different art events, 
immersive galleries and some of the 
world’s best art museums, Tokyo has a 
vast variety of artistic offerings. 

Our guides will customize the schedule 
to your aesthetic tastes and interests, 
be that solo debuts by emerging artists, 
or the latest exhibitions by established 
contemporary mainstays.

The art can be purchased at your 
request.

Image: “Gathered <Intermediates>” at Tomio Koyama Gallery, 
Tokyo, 2021 ©Kishio Suga. Photograph by Kenji Takahashi.

Contact us
Email us at tokyoart@inbound-council.com
Contact: Takuya Adachi

Tour planning and operation is provided by 
Regional Revitalization and Inbound Tourism Council.



Harajuku and Tennozu Isle
Harajuku

Begin your day with a visit to one of Harajuku’s most exciting 
contemporary galleries: Nanzuka Underground. 

Now in its own dedicated flagship building, Nanzuka Underground 
utilizes its expansive space in the backstreets of Urahara to  
showcase previously overlooked post 20th century Japanese  
artists, such as pop-artist Keiichi Tanaami and painter Harumi 
Yamaguchi. 

Tour idea

Tennozu Isle

Located alongside the canal, Tomio Koyama Gallery is a venue 
known for being the first point of call for the introduction of 
new Japanese artists. This space is a foundation for Japanese 
contemporary art, and represents a variety of different  
practitioners, from ceramicists and sculptors to photographers 
alike.

While in Tennozu, also check out the myriad artists and artworks 
displayed at the Terrada Art Complex, the largest-scale gallery 
complex in Japan. Featuring the concrete sanctum of Anomaly, 
a three-in-one space, to the dynamic exhibition space Scai Park, 
the distinct atmosphere of these diverse spaces provides an  
immersive, varied experience for visitors.

sample schedule

Terrada 
Art Complex

Nanzuka 
Underground

Tokyo
Station

Booking with us
Our private art specialists can lead groups of up to 6 people, and tours typically last 3-4 hours.

Our specialists are available for booking from Tuesday to Saturday, excluding public holidays.
  
We will work with you to create a personally curated tour based around your tastes and  
interests. Our tours begin at 13:00, but earlier starts can be accommodated upon request, at 11:00 
or 12:00, excluding lunch. The art specialist guiding you will meet you at your hotel pick-up point. 
Please submit any tour requests by 16:00 three days prior to the desired booking date. 

The guiding fee is included in the tour cost of ¥120,000 tax included. This does not include meal 
and transportation costs. Contact your hotel concierge for more information or help on booking.

Please note: a cancellation fee of 100% will be applied for any cancellations within the last 48 hours, and 
a 50% fee will be applied for any cancellations between 7 and 2 days before, from 17:00 onwards. As our 
contemporary art specialists focus on art, they cannot provide expert information regarding restaurants, 
cafés or Tokyo in general. Participants acknowledge that their participation, movement, and use of fa-
cilities are undertaken at their own risk. They agree to take responsibility for any possible damages,  
encompassing accidents, injuries, illnesses, and the like, that may arise during their movement or utilization 
of facilities. Furthermore, participants waive any claims against the organizer, guides, hotels, and related 
entities. Should participants cause damage to third parties, artworks, facilities, equipment, or similar, they 
agree to indemnify and absolve the organizer, guides, hotels, etc., from any liability, relinquishing any claims 
against them.


